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THE PURPOSE OF HAVING A
FACEBOOK BUSINESS PAGE:

A Facebook Business Page Is Where You Manage Your Brand’s Presence On
The Largest Social Network In The World. Your Page Allows You To Connect
With Your Customers And Nurture Prospects By: 

Sharing Content Responding To Customer Service Inquiries Collaborating With
Customers And Other Brands Having Personal Conversations With Followers 

Should You Use Your Personal Page For Business? There Are Many Well-
intentioned Entrepreneurs Out There Using Personal Facebook Profiles For
Their Brands, Instead Of An Actual Facebook Business Page. 

This Is A Bad Idea. 

If You Create A Personal Profile, You’ll Miss Out On A Whole Suite Of Content
Creation Tools, Analytics, And Paid Promotional Opportunities That Come With
A Facebook Business Page. What’s More, Users Would Need To Send You A
Friend Request To Engage With Your Brand. And You Don’t Want To Make It
More Difficult For Your Customers To Engage With You On Social Media. So,
Harness The Power Of Facebook Business Pages. 

How Can I Convert My Profile To A Facebook Business Page? Facebook Allows
You To Easily Create A New Business Page That’s Based On Your Profile.
Afterward, You’ll Have Both A Profile And A Page. Facebook Will Copy Over
Your Information, Profile Picture, And Cover Image. Plus, You Can Select
Which Friends, Followers, Photos, And Videos To Transfer To Your New
Facebook Business Page. What’s More, If You Convert A Verified Profile, The
Verified Status Will Also Be Moved To Your New Page. There Is One Main
Drawback: Any Video Views Or Other Metrics Will Remain With Your Profile
And Can’t Be Transferred To Your New Facebook Business Page. 

To Convert Your Profile To A Facebook Business Page: Click This Link Or Head
To “Facebook.com/pages/create/migrate”. Click “Get Started” And Follow The
On-screen Instructions. 

Your New Facebook Business Page Will Be Published Once The Conversion
Process Is Finished! 
Note: If You’re Currently Serving As An Administrator For Any Other
Facebook Pages Or Groups, Then You Must Add More People As Admins For
Those Properties. This Is Just To Make Sure Those Pages And Groups Are
Not Left Without An Admin In Case Anything Goes Wrong During Profile To
Business Page Conversion. 

For More Information On How To Convert A Profile To A Business Page, Check
Out Facebook’s Help Section
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Set up a business page separate from your personal page 
Make sure you have the best category picked for your industry
Cover photo - branded image or images put together that you want
everyone that comes to your page to see (you can change this image
periodically to show promotions for the month)
Add your team members to the page. They can help you with
comments, adding content, adding products, and more. Read the
description of the roles to see which is the most appropriate for your
team members.

Admin – This is the highest level of access on a Facebook page.
Admins can assign roles and change others’ roles. They can also
post on the page, respond to messages, create Facebook ads,
and view analytics (also known as Facebook Insights) for the
page. You want to limit this level of access to the least number of
people possible.
Editor – An editor has all of the rights of an admin except for
adding and assigning page roles. They can post to the page,
respond to messages, create ads, and view Facebook Insights.
Moderator – Page moderators have less access than admins and
editors. They can’t post content to the page, but they can
respond to comments posted on the page by your fans. They can
also send messages, create ads, and see Facebook Insights.
Advertiser – Users in the advertiser role are limited to only
creating Facebook or Instagram ads for the page, viewing
Facebook Insights and the page quality tab, and seeing who
published as the page.
Analyst – This role has the least access of all the options. An
analyst is restricted to viewing Facebook Insights, the page
quality tab, and seeing who published as the page only. They
cannot create ads or post as the page.
Jobs Manager – If you have a specific employee who manages
hiring and other HR-related responsibilities, you would likely want
to assign them as a jobs manager. This role has the same access
as an advertiser, plus the ability to publish and manage jobs.

Pick the correct business page template for your type of business
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Politician 
Public figure 
Restaurant and cafe 
Video page 
Standard

Service 
Shopping
Business 
Venues Politician 
Public figure Politician 



Edit Page information- this is the basic information about your brand
 Business name
Username - make it easy and if possible the same as on other
social media platforms. This is how you will be able to promote
social media at events and appearances you may have. Your
name or business name is a great choice
Description - A short description of what you business is or does
Categories - Make sure you choose the right category for your
brand. This will help your customers be able to find you
Phone number - try to make sure this is not your personal
number. There are many ways to get a business number by using
apps and inexpensive software. It is also ok to leave this section
blank until you can acquire a number for your business as long as
there are at least 2 other ways your clients can get to you.
Email address - Make sure this is not your personal address. It
should be for business use only.
Website - If you do not have a website, set up a landing page or
connect this section to your shop so that your customers have a
way to see all you offer in one place.
Location of your business if it has an address 
Service area 
Hours of operations 
Privacy policy 
Products/ services list 
Price range of your business

About section - state what your page is about and about your
business. Its ok to use the wording you have in your about section of
your website to keep things consistent
Story section - talk about what's unique about your brand or you.
Why do you do what you do? What problem are you trying to solve?
Why did you start your business?
Call to action- add a button that customers can click on
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Follow
View gift card
Order food
Book now
Get quote

Call now
Contact us
Send message
Send email
Learn more
Sign up

Use app
Play game
Visit group
Watch video
View shop



Tabs sections - select which tabs you want to have on your page 
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Home 
Services 
Reviews 
Offers 
Photos 
Videos

Events
About
Community
Live
Jobs
Group

BONUS:

Make your first post - Welcome people to your page. Include a photo
ofInvite people - invite previous customers and any one of your
family and friends that could be a potential customer. Do not add
anyone who is not or would not be your customer. Quality over
Quantity. It may feel good to see a large number of likes and follows
but if they don't convert to sales they will not help you in the long
run. yourself
Pin a post - make sure a post is always pinned to the top. You can
change which post is featured but you want it to be something that
you want all guests to your page to see. Perhaps a sale you are
running or something coming soon.
Like other pages - Facebook rewards those who are engaged on
their platform. Like pages that would be of interest to you or your
brand.
Make consistent posting/schedule post - You should post at least
once a day. NO less than 3 times a week; no more than 3 times a day.
Too little posting will make your audience feel you are not active or
have not content to offer. Too much content will be overwhelming for
your audience, they will miss things, and it will water down your
content. Use the Facebook scheduler or another scheduling app/
software to make posting faster and easier to do.

Add photos and videos - Audiences on Facebook engage more when
there is video, photos, and images attached to content. Every post
should include an image.

Use hashtags
Post a call to action- Make sure to tell
your audience what to do next
Call me
Email me

DM Me
Purchase now
Shop no



THE PURPOSE OF HAVING A
INSTAGRAM BUSINESS PAGE:

Instagram is one of the top used social media sites in the world. With
now more than 1 billion users consisting of bloggers, entrepreneurs,
teens, adults, fan pages, celebrities, and more. It's a great platform to
showcase your business

That being said, there are many ways to go about marketing your
business on Instagram. Each business has a different game plan, but the
fundamentals of a good account tend to stay the same across the board

Here's a handy Instagram checklist you can use to ensure your
Instagram profile is in tip-top shape to promote your business:

instagram checklist

Instagram Checklist

make an account: If you haven't made an Instagram for your
business, go and download the app now. Be sure to use your
business email address to sign up. You need a business account to
get analytics and insights, and to run Ads. If you already have a
personal account either convert it or create a second account for
business.
Make sure your account is set to Public if you want to build a
following.
Include keywords (for your interests/topics) and a short description
of what you’ll be sharing and posting in your Bio.
Instagram name: Make sure the Instagram user is the name of your
business and easy to find. (Instagram does not allow spaces in the
name) 
Instagram bio: Make your bio catchy and memorable. Be sure to
explain what your business is about and add your own personal flare.
(Don't forget to include a link back to your website.)
Profile picture: Use the profile picture as a way to brand yourself.
Make it simple, clean, and recognizable. A great way to do this is by
using your company's logo.
Remember to follow: Follow other businesses in your industry. It's a
great way to network and build a following.
Make your profile a business account: Go to settings and change
your Instagram to "Business." This allows you to see statistics,
advertise, and have access to a few additional features.



Taking a photo: Make sure your photos are clear and high quality.
You don't have to pay big bucks for a photographer either. You can
take amazing photos on your phone. Just grab your phone, find good
lighting, and take your photo.
Editing photos: Find a filter you like, choose the exposure, contrast,
saturation, temperature, and use it the same way for every picture
going forward. Make sure the filter you choose matches your brand
and your website so customers will get familiar with your imagery.
Also keep background and templates similar or the same to add to
brand identity. Jazz up your graphics by adding backgrounds or
movement with free or inexpensive apps

Checking your posting checklist
Does this make sense for my audience? 
Does this make sense for my brand? 
Is it offensive or can be misinterpreted? 
Is this the best time to be posting? 
Is the caption engaging? 
Does it fit well into my grid?

Caption: The way you caption is so important. Stay authentic and true
to your brand; your audience will know when you're trying too hard.
Make it relevant to your photo and specific to your audience. Keep
holidays in mind, and popular hashtags. Posing a question is also a
fun way to interact with your audience
Posts: Post at least once a day to your account. If you post less than
3 times a week your audience will feel you are not active. Post no
more than 3 times a day because this will make you have watered-
down content and you audience may miss important information.
Posting call to action - Make sure to tell your audience what to do
next
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Afterlight
Facetune
Perfect365
Typic- font
Font Candy- font
PicStitch- layouts

Purchase now
Shop now

Canva 
VSCO 
Pixelmator 
Enlight 
Adobe Lightroom 
CC Mextures

Call me 
Email me 
DM Me



Hashtags: Include hashtags, but try to focus on ones that are
branded for your business: a hashtag that is too broad will send
potential followers to other accounts. Research has found that the
optimal number of hashtags per post is 11. While Instagram allows
you to use up to 30 hashtags per post, your time is better spent
researching and using a handful of super effective hashtags rather
than stockpiling a ton of tags per post

ttp://best-hashtags.com/hashtag is a great resource
Posting time: If you have your Instagram set to business (and you
should) you can view which times to post that yield the best
interaction. Pay attention to those times and post around them. You
will definitely see a difference between stats.
Post highlights: Save stories in highlights that you want to keep for
your audience to view anytime.
Cohesive mood/theme: Make sure the photo goes with your theme
and complements the surrounding pictures. Have a balanced mixture
of people, things, and scenery. At the same time, be sure to be
creative and make the theme your own.
Comments: Reply to your comments. People love when you interact
with them and take the time to respond. Whether it's addressing a
complaint or just saying "thanks," it can make a huge difference.
Stories: Stories are one of the first things people see when they log
into the app. Utilize this feature and advertise your newest post. It's a
great way to get your post seen by more users. Sometimes people
won't see your post until days later. Let them know that you posted
and take a poll, or include an interactive feature to make it more fun
Invite people to follow you: Invite people from your network to follow
you on your instagram. Put the link on your website. It's not about
quantity it's about quality. Don't ask anyone to follow you that would
not use your products or services. Don't pay for followers this will not
help you to convert to sales.
Respond to DM (Direct messages)
Website/landing page: Put your website (or most important) URL in
your profile since it is the only spot for a “clickable” link.

Links are not clickable in posts, although you can add the text so
people have the option to copy and paste it. 
Note that once you have 10,000 or more Followers, you can add
website links to your Stories.

Location: Adding a location to all or some of your posts can be
strategic if you are a locally-based business or if you are attending
events and sharing photos.

Note that adding locations and hashtags to your Stories can help
your content show up in the Explore tab.

instagram checklist



THE PURPOSE OF HAVING A
LINKEDIN BUSINESS PAGE:

Build your credibility with content 
Expand the reach of your story by leveraging your employee base

LinkedIn is the marketing hub of many social selling executives and
solopreneurs. 80% of small business owners, with 200 or fewer
employees, use social networks to find new customers and grow their
revenue, and LinkedIn is one of them. Your LinkedIn for small business
goals can range among: 

Today, the LinkedIn profile is the new business card. And, content is the
new networking tool. LinkedIn is not another sales channel or place to
promote a coupon. LinkedIn is becoming more of an editorial and
publishing channel and when used correctly is the foundation for every
small business to build credibility with content.

LinkedIn  checklist

LinkedIn Checklist

Create A LinkedIn Company Page: A LinkedIn company page is free if
you have a healthy personal profile.

Visit the LinkedIn Pages section of LinkedIn Marketing Solutions
website. Click Create your Page. 
Choose the appropriate category for your business. 
Fill in company details. A page preview displays how it looks as
you add content. Choose a good URL for your brand. If you can,
make it the same as your handle (username) on other social sites. 
Upload your company logo and add your tagline. This step is
optional, but don’t skip it. Companies with logos get six times
more visits than those without. 
Click Create Page. 

Complete your Page
Take your LinkedIn Page from basic to next level by adding more
detail. This provides visitors with information about your business
and improves your ranking in Google and LinkedIn search results.
There’s a reason complete pages get 30% more views. 
To add information click the pencil icon on your profile under your
company name.



Company description: Tell people about your vision, mission, values,
and offer a description of your products and services in three to four
short paragraphs. Copy should be natural and written in your brand
voice. Google results preview up to 156 characters of your page’s text
—so make your description SEO friendly by including keywords.
Location: Add your store or office locations. You can add multiple
addresses by selecting +Add Location.
Hashtags: Up to three hashtags can be added to make your profile
more searchable. Pick hashtags that are commonly used in your
industry and that best suit your business.
Cover photo: Add polish to your profile with a background photo.
Choose an image that showcases your business. Avoid shots that are
too busy or cluttered. Recommended size is 1584 (width) x 396 (height)
pixels.
Custom button: Add a button to your profile to encourage action.
Options include; visit website, contact us, learn more, register, and sign
up. Be sure to add the corresponding URL so people who click the
button land on the correct page. Make sure to add a UTM parameter for
tracking, too.
Manage language: If you have a global brand or multilingual audience,
you can add your name, tagline, and description in over 20 different
languages.
Share your page: Let people know your LinkedIn Page is up and
running. If you have employees, send a company-wide email with the
news. Let them know how they can follow the page and add it as a
place of work.

Share pride for the people that make your business great. Connect
visitors to your company’s thought leaders and give potential
customers and hires a glimpse into your culture.

Promote your page with your customers as well: Make use of all your
digital touchpoints—newsletter, social channels, website—and ask for
follows. When you do, tell people what’s in it for them, from job
opportunities to LinkedIn Live sessions.

On LinkedIn, page admins can also invite their connections to follow.
Simply click the Admin Tools dropdown in the upper right corner and
select Invite Connections.

Add LinkedIn buttons: Add social media icons to the header or footer of
your website or newsletter so it’s easy for people to find your LinkedIn
Page. You can also add Share and Follow buttons with LinkedIn Plugins.
Get to know LinkedIn demographics: It’s a good starting point for
learning who uses the platform, and who you can reach. Take an audit
of your LinkedIn competitors. See how they use the platform, what
works, and how you can set your page apart.
Map out a LinkedIn content calendar: Plan posts in advance so you can
source images, write thought leadership articles, and prepare content
accordingly. This also allows you to ensure all your LinkedIn marketing
goals are covered—from webinar promotion to engagement.

LinkedIn checklist



Share posts with rich media: Posts with photos and videos typically
perform better across social media. The same holds true for LinkedIn.

According to LinkedIn, posts with images receive 98% more
comments than those without. LinkedIn also finds that custom
collages that include 3-4 images in one post perform well for pages. 
Try to avoid stock imagery if you can, as custom images tend to see
more engagement. You can also upload PDFs, PowerPoint, or
SlideShare presentations to support your posts. 
Videos see 5 times more engagement on LinkedIn than any other
content type. An advantage of LinkedIn native video is that it auto-
plays when someone scrolls by it. As a result, it does a better job at
catching someone’s attention. Plus, videos hosted on the platform
are prioritized by the LinkedIn algorithm.

Optimize posts for reach and impact: When it comes to posting from
your company page, there are a few LinkedIn best practices for
businesses to consider.

LinkedIn’s algorithm ranks posts based on the following signals:
personal connections, interest relevance, and engagement
probability. In other words, it aims to show people content that will
interest and engage them, from accounts they connect with. Your
posts should aim to do the same. 
You can notify employees if you think they’d be interested in the
post. As company advocates, they can jumpstart engagement on the
post and boost its visibility.

Find And Participate In A LinkedIn Group With Local Ties: LinkedIn
reports the average user joins 7 LinkedIn Groups, so your customers,
influencers and competitors are using this LinkedIn community. Over
70% of customers use groups to research, network and vet buying
decisions. So, join all 50 of your potential LinkedIn groups to be as
accessible as possible by other group members. And, regularly
participate, in a non-promotional way, in 3-5 groups to network with
other business owners, distributors and press.
Begin To Blog On LinkedIn: It could be the same content on each
platform since you will be connecting with different audiences on each
site. Blogging is a new content networking tool and will help build your
credibility and increase your business’s message reach when others
share it to their network.
Leverage Each Employee Within Your Small Business: Train and
leverage your small business employees as brand ambassadors to build
your small business brand; telling your company story and accessing
their incremental network.
Secure LinkedIn Endorsements: Endorsements, like those on Yelp and
Amazon, influence a purchase decision 88% of the time. LinkedIn
endorsements are like Yelp and Amazon reviews for your small business
and you and your employees can use these personal endorsements to
build your small business’ reputation.
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Secure LinkedIn Recommendations: 86% of US consumers are
influenced by recommendations. You and your small business need to
be a part of this ‘word of mouth’ marketing strategy, since these
recommendations are like referrals, you need to get as many as
possible to make a difference with customers.
Showcase Your Work In Video, Slides, Interview, etc: The real impact
LinkedIn has is its ability to share work examples, thought leadership,
research and a POV to help influence the purchase or relationship. For
example, an easy and ‘built in’ way to share this type of content is to
research and connect with distributors is using SlideShare.
Send 6-8 Daily Status Updates: LinkedIn is not the place to be posting
coupons for your small business. Develop your positioning. Send at
least 6 daily messages spread across 6AM to 12AM to increase your
company’s exposure to your followers.
Shine Up Your LinkedIn Curbside Appeal: Audit and tune-up your profile
to see immediate and measurable results.
Post at the right time: It’s important to post regularly to build an
audience on LinkedIn. LinkedIn estimates brands that post once a
month gain followers six times faster than those that don’t. Companies
that post weekly see two times the engagement. Brands that post once
a day gain even more traction.

No matter how often you post, aim for the most impact by posting at
the best time. The best times to post on LinkedIn are 7:45 a.m.,
10:45 a.m., 12:45 p.m., and 5:45 p.m. EST. The best day for B2B
(Business to Business) brands is Wednesday. For B2C (Brand to
Customers) brands, Mondays and Wednesday are best. All
audiences are different.

LinkedIn Live:The only format more engaging than video on LinkedIn is
live video. Live broadcasts see 24 times the engagement than a pre-
taped video does.

Brands have found plenty of reasons to go live, from fireside chats
to interviews and webinars. Some have even hosted virtual events.
The format allows for instant connection with audience members,
especially if you respond to questions and comments.
Before hosting a LinkedIn live, make sure to promote, and not just
on LinkedIn. Spread the word across all your audience touchpoints.

Launch a Showcase Page: Create a LinkedIn Showcase Page to show
off a special initiative or engage a target community. These pages give
LinkedIn members another way to follow you, even if they don’t follow
your page.
Learn from LinkedIn Analytics: Check LinkedIn Analytics regularly to
improve your LinkedIn marketing strategy. Track post metrics to see
what people engaged with most, what drove the most action, and what
flopped. Adjust your content calendar accordingly.
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From the analytics dashboard you can also monitor how people find
your page and what sections they engage with. Compare how many
page views your tabs get, and if you manage a Showcase Page, see
how much traction it’s getting. Visitor demographics gives you a
sense of who’s interested in your company.
To see how your page is performing relative to competitors, check
the Companies to Track table. This section lets you compare where
your page ranks when it comes to total followers and new followers.
You can also see how many updates each page posts over a
selected period and overall engagement rate.

Target the right audience: One of the more noteworthy LinkedIn
marketing tools is its organic targeting option for posts. Page admins
can target posts based on follower profile data, including organization
size, industry, job, seniority, geography, and language preference.

Pages need a minimum of 300 followers to target.
If budgets allow, step up your LinkedIn marketing strategy with
LinkedIn ads. Available in a range of formats, LinkedIn ads allow
brands to target and reach members outside their established
following. Personalization options even let you address LinkedIn
members by name, which makes a difference. Sponsored InMail
messages have a 52% open rate on average.

LinkedIn checklist

Bonus:

Share timely and relevant content 
Grab attention with an image or video 
Keep copy short. If you write a longer post, use paragraph breaks or
bullet points to make it more readable 
Call out key stats, points and quotes
Include a clear and simple call-to-action 
Name the audience you’re trying to reach (ie. “calling all creatives” or
“are you a working parent?”) 
Tag people and pages mentioned 
Lead with a question to prompt responses 
Create LinkedIn polls for feedback and engagement 
Include two to three relevant hashtags in a natural way 
Write strong headlines for articles 
Respond to comments within a short timeframe to encourag more
engagement 

Here are LinkedIn best practices for business posts:
 



THE PURPOSE OF HAVING A
TWITTER BUSINESS PAGE:

It's important to establish your brand and business presence on Twitter. First
impressions count, and your profile is your chance to make a lasting, positive
one. Each element of your profile should accurately reflect your brand’s
purpose and values, and persuade a potential customer to follow you. 

Twitter is a social media platform that provides access to millions of users. A
business that views these users as potential customers and markets to them
appropriately stands to gain a great amount of exposure. 

Using a platform such as Twitter gives businesses a cost-effective method of
engaging with their consumer base. It gives them access to audiences around
the world, while providing an opportunity to interact with customers instead of
continuously promoting products and services. 

When a business establishes a Twitter presence, consumers can act as brand
ambassadors. The business can monitor competitors and act quickly to deal
with any problems that arise. Twitter is a brand builder and marketing
multiplier for businesses when used correctly.
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Twitter Checklist

Set up your Twitter account: While this is the most obvious step, simply
making a Twitter account is a crucial part to being active on social media.
At Twitter’s site, you just enter your name, work email and create a
password for the account. Once you’ve signed up, you begin filling out
some information for the rest of your account.
Profile and header photos: Choose a profile photo that visually represents
your brand and fits well in a small, circular space — typically your logo.
This doesn’t just appear on your profile — it's the icon associated with
every Tweet you post.

Recommended dimensions are 400x400 pixels 
Account name: Your account @name is what comes after the “@”. It’s
unique to you, appears in your profile URL, and is tied to everything you do
on Twitter.

It can contain up to 15 characters and should be directly associated
with the name of your business.

Display name: Your display name appears right above your username and
can be changed at any time.

A best practice to have this be the name of your brand or business. It
can contain up to 50 characters.



Build an Effective Profile: Consider how to make best use of Twitter's
custom profile background - this is an opportunity to add more information
about your business, in addition to the 160-character description available.
However you use it, do not leave the background image blank.
Your Bio: Think of your elevator pitch. In these 160 characters, you’ll be
introducing yourself to the world. Tell people what you do, what value you
bring, and why they should follow you.

Add a direct link to your website-Include a link to what you want people
to see now. It might not be your homepage - consider your : about :
page or the landing page of your latest campaign. Use a unique link to
track visitors to your site from Twitter.
Add a Location - Even if your presence is purely online. You can add
your city or places you ship to. This helps you reach and connect with
local followers.
If you have a brick-and-mortar store, be sure to include your current
hours. 

Post: Keep them short. You want to get into the practice of making
everything short and concise on Twitter because you only have 140
characters to use.
Engage on the platform: One of the best things about Twitter is how well
you can engage with others. You can do this by asking other users for
Retweets, follow-backs, or answers to your questions. You also should
continually Tweet from your profile. There’s nothing worse than a stagnant
Twitter account, and simply put, you won’t get much interaction if you give
little effort.
Post schedule: Instead, try to schedule Tweets out each day at specific
times that work for your followers.

Use a scheduling app to make your life easier like later.com.
Use images: It’s also a good idea to be visual on Twitter whenever
possible. This doesn’t mean you need an image in every single Tweet, but
trends show more social media users engage with visuals than plain text.
Follow those in your industry and businesses that support your industry: If
you want to connect with the top people in your industry, then follow them.
If you start following them, they may just follow you back.

Follow as many people in your industry as you can - this will enable you
to connect with relevant people and build a following.

Don't Make Your Profile Private: This may seem obvious, but it still
happens often - one of the biggest mistakes a social media manager can
make when using Twitter for business is making their profile private. You
have to understand that, as a company, you're posting your content or
media or any other information for your clients. And if you make it private,
you're greatly limiting it's exposure.
Don't Try to Sell All the Time: Another mistake many people often make via
tweet is trying to sell their products and services all the time. Really,
Twitter is not for selling, it's for generating engagement with your
customers and/or targeting new audiences.

With your Twitter presence, you're looking to attract your customers
rather than forcing them to buy your product. So it's good to put more
effort into providing a reason why people would want to know more, as
opposed to the hard sell.
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Refresh your profile: Keeping your profile up to date shows your audience
what’s happening with your brand 
Leverage Twitter tools: Drive more engagement with Threads, Polls, or Go
Live 
Test different CTAs (Call To Actions): Help your Tweets stand out. Never
miss an opportunity to tell your audience what you want them to do next

Buy, shop, check out, like, share, follow
Video campaigns: Make your message more memorable by adding video

Keep them short and straight to the point.
Culture Impact: Twitter is a different type of social media where the
audience cares not just about your brand and what you are selling but
what you are about.

consumers – particularly younger people on Twitter – expect and even
want brands to be culturally relevant: aligning well with cultural events,
promoting trends that define today’s culture, and supporting social
issues that benefit everyone.

Be real and have fun: Twitter is a great place to post you looking crazy at
your computer or a behinds look at you preparing for an event.

Let your hair down and let your audience in and see the real you.

twitter checklist
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